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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SONATA- FORM.

Examination for data has been confined to the violin and

piano sonatas of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Brahms and Saint Saens.)

# " A sonata is, as its name implies, a sound piece, and

a sound piece alone;; in its purest and most perfect examples it is

unexplained by title or text and unassisted by voices;, it is nothing

but an unlimited concatenation of musical notes." We have this

derivation of the word itself: % "The word sonata is derived from

the Latin word signifying sound, and it was at first used to spec-

ify a composition not using human voices, in distinction from the

cantata in which human voices were heard.

"

It has been the name applied to the best form of instru-

mental music of the time, and as now used the name stands for a

definite musical composition comprising several movements. The

sonata is the most important and the most law abiding, so to speak,

of all compound forms of composition. In earlier times it was a

much different thing from what it is at the present day. Indeed the

sonata is a direct outgrowth of the old suite and came into exist-

ence, though not in its present classic form, with the perfection

of the violin by the Italian instrument makers. Yet the sonata of

the seventeenth century might be considered as a faint prototype

of the more modern and highly developed compositions of Haydn,

Mozart and Beethoven which bear the same name, and which are to be

# Grove's Dictionary of Music.

% Hanchett, "The Art of The Musician".

8181.96
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discussed more fully later. Although the old sonata was little

more than a suite, as such it contained at least one of the

prominent features of the modern sonata,- namely, a succession of

varied and independent movements,

A sonata contains three or four (sometimes, even five)

movements, The first movement is held subject to a certain order

of treatment which in itself is sufficient to distinguish the

sonata from other musical forms. It was Haydn who fixed the form

of the first movement, and all succeeding composers have followed

more or less strictly, on the lines adopted by him.

The first movement of a sonata is usually, though in-

accurately known as the binary or sonata-form. It is an allegro,

sometimes with an introduction, but more frequently without one;

the second movement ordinarily called M the slow movement" is set

in any tempo between adagio and andante; the final movement is an

allegro, written in sonata or rondo form, or it sometimes takes the

form of a theme with variations. If there is a fourth movement, it

is usually placed after the slow movement, and is either a scherzo,

or minuet and trio. This is a broad outline; the details require

a more particular description.

The sonata is the crowning achievement of classical de-

velopment. It is the present name of a form which includes the

symphony and all cyclical pieces of chamber music. The structure

of the sonata is truly thematic. By thematic is meant that style

of composition in which the structure is the product of the mu-

sicianly treatment of a small portion of melody, which is not mere-

ly repeated, but is imitated, contrasted, exhibited in new lights,-
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in short developed. It is in direct contrast to the lyrical style

which has flowing melody as the most prominent feature. A piece

may belong in some portions to the lyrical and in others to the

thematic style, and its lyric portions are likely to make the

widest popular impression, but the art of the musician is revealed

most convincingly in the thematic style. It is unquestionably

true, that originality has more to do with the treatment j>f melodies

than with the invention of them.

Since it is only the first movement in which we are par-

ticularly interested, let us return to it for a more detailed

analysis of that form. The sonata, or sonata allegro-form (as it

is sometimes called) is based upon two themes or subjects, pre-

sented in different keys, and connected by a transitional episode

modulating from one to the other, the opening theme being in the

key of the tonic, and the second theme being in the key of the

dominant, when the key is a major one; when the key is a minor,

the second subject is most usually in the relative major key, and

rarely in the key of the dominant.

This movement consists of three divisions, and they may

be explained as follows :-

I EXPOSITION .

The first part is called the exposition, or the an-

nouncement. Here the two (or more) themes are given out in their

respective order, and in their proper keys. This part might be

called the text or subject of discourse. In legal terms it might

be considered as the statement of the case. It finishes in the

key of the second subject. In the sonatas up to and including
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Beethoven the end of the exposition was marked with' a double bar

and repeat sign. This is not true of the very modern sonatas,

such as those of Brahms and Saint Saens, and one must be thorough-

ly acquainted with the character of the sonata form to be able to

determine where the first part ends and the second part begins.

II DSVBLOPMKNT.

The second part is called the development or working-out

section. Here the two themes, unconfined to any particular keys,

are extended, embellished, and contrasted by means of modulation,

inversion, imitation, and harmonic and rhythmic devices. This part

bears a direct analogy to the enlargement, argument, or discussion

of a pulpit or platform discourse,- or to the examination, over-

hauling and explanation, of the circumstances connected with a

case at law. The development section is not repeated but leads

directly to the third section.

III RECAPITULATION .

The third part is called the repitition, or recapitula-

tion. Here the key of the tonic predominates, and the two sub-

jects are again presented to us in a prominent fashion, in less

rigid succession, perhaps, than in the exposition, this time,

both being in the key of the tonic. This third part is exactly

analogue to the conclusion of a discourse, or to the summing up of

the evidence in a legal proceeding.

The superiority of the sonata-allegro-form over all

other musical designs is amply indicated by the breadth of its

thematic basis, the continuity of its structural purpose, the per-

fection of its thematic arrangement, and the unexcelled provision
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which it affords for unity, contrast, balance, and whatever else

a thoroughly satisfactory structural design seems to demand. It

seems scarcely possible that any musical form could be contrived

that would surpass the sonata allegro - the highest of the forms

of composition. Its form was that preferred by the great classic

writers, and indeed the culmination of the classical style is

found in the sonata.

Inasmuch as the sonata form is built after a certain

plan, and is divided into sections it follows, as a matter of

course, that these different parts of which it is composed should

bear some relative proportion to each other. Stanford in his

"Musical Composition" gives the following proportions as a fair

basis upon which to work:-

I EXPOSITION .

In the exposition the first and second subjects balance

each other in length.

II DEVELOPMENT .

The development is about one-half the length of the

exposition.

III RECAPITULATION .

The recapitulation is slightly less than the first

presentation of the subjects.

The coda is about three fourths the length of the devel

opment •

This may be a fairly logical apportionment of the three

divisions, but the development sections of the sonatas examined

were found to vary considerably from this given proportion in
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nearly every instance. (See Tabulations, Pages

It is of great moment that the treatment of the ideas

in a composition should "be so arranged as to lead up to some defi-

nite and intelligible climax. If, therefore, the interest is to

gather and increase as the movement advances, we must expect the

more novel or elaborate effects of style to present themselves

gradually in the regular course of developemnt . It is equally

necessary that the interval parts of the development section be

worked out as carefully as the form of the entire scheme.

Development in a musical composition may be defined as

the doing of something with a musical idea that while changing it

allows of the recognition of the source of the developed form; but

however little the change made, if it is noticeable at all, the re-

sult to which it leads must be considered a development. A good

musician will not exhaust his richer harmonies or modulations in

the first two pages and give us nothing afterwards but an anti

climax of commonplace phraseology. Sometimes in a sonata movement

the requisite effect is gained by the rearrangement of keys, by a

change of context, by a new device of instrumentation or expression.

The development section of the sonata form is a true

test of originality end musicianship. In it the materials pre-

sented in the subjects are freely handled, torn apart, combined

anew, mixed with material, interrupted by episodes or connecting

passages, and passed from key to key. The development properly ends

in a contrasting key, but with an immediate and emphatic return to

the original key, introducing the recapitulation in which both sub-

jects are restated in the key of the tonic (as was previously
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mentioned), with a final climax and often a coda. But the impor-

tant thing to be remembered,- and this thing is observed by all

great composers,- is that in all the changes which take place in

this working out section there must be unity in variety,- the

highest law in all artistic creation.

The examination of the sonatas used for this thesis has

been confined to the development section of the sonata-form move-

ment. This examination in itself has been confined to three

particular phases of interest* namely :-

1. The length of the development section.

2. The number of keys used.

S. The intricacy af the modulatory scheme

represented by removes.

An ample description of the development section has been

given. It will be well to tell something of what is meant by

modulation and remove, and of the important place modulation has

as an integral part of a musical composition.

Modulation is a change of key, or a shifting of tonal

center. Modulation occurs whenever, omitting one note, or more

than one from the ruling key we substitute a note, or notes, bear-

ing the same name, but belonging to another tonality, that is to

say chromatically altered. For example, being in the key of D

major, for the G substitute j^G and the key is changed to A major.

,0-L

c\°
*
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There are three kinds of modulation, namely :-

1. Diatonic.

2. Chromatic

3. Enharmonic

A Diatonic Modulation is the passing from one key to

another by means of a chord which is common to two keys. This

process may include a series of chords passing through several keys

until the desired key is reached.

fct£±

3

A Chromatic Modulation is the passing from one key to an-

other by means of a chromatic alteration of any of the diatonic

tones of the original key.
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An Enharmonic Modulation is the passing from one key to

another ray means of one or more enharmonic equivalents introduced

in the second of the two chords involved in the modulation.

—i '

—

, i 4 - 4
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The terms Diatonic, Chromatic, and Enharmonic apply to

the process "by which the modulation is accomplished and not to the

keys which are thereby attained.

A remove represents the distance "between two kdyjB. This

distance is reckoned by the relative position that these keys hold

in the circle of keys. To explain:

The key of D major is one remove from the key of A

major, because D has a signature of two sharps whereas A has a

signature of three sharps. Or, -the key of major, which has a

signature of six sharps is eight times removed from the key of

major (or g minor) which has a signature of two flats. A change

from a major key to its relative minor does not constitute a

remove, because the signature in both instances is the same, and

merely the mode is changed. Thus there is no remove in a modula-

tion from major to C minor.

The special object of modulation is to avoid monotonous

tonality. Modulation, well develpped, enhances the charm of a
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piece of music without limit. By its means all the beauties of

every key are at the disposal of a composer, while if restricted

to one key throughout a piece he would have access to but one

thirtieth of them. Ordinarily modulation occurs at frequent inter-

vals during any piece of music.

Haydn and Mozart employed simple successions of keys.

More often fourths and fifths are the chosen progressions, and

they are the most nearly related keys. The vital principle of the

art work of these composers is a clear and simple tonality. They

distinctly establish each key, which plays an important part in

the composition, and leave no doubt whatever as to their intention

following out a logical order of changes. Still they both (es-

pecially Mozart) occasionally make use of transitions so rapid

that the modulations appear to ovetlap. However, at this period

modulation was least in evidence. This method is quite obvious

when compared with the bald manner in which modern composers pass

from one key to another without regard to their degree of re-

lationship if the passage may be made smoothly and gracefully. More

modern composers have packed their succession of keys so closely

that it is often a matter of difficulty to disentangle them with

certainty.

Prom the fact that the modern composers modualte more

freqently, and to the more remote keys, it follows as a matter of

course that the use of chromatic and enharmonic modulations tends

to become more and more conspicuous. The augumented six- five
A

chord , and the diminished seventh (V\i
0l °

) are, commonly used

to bring about an enharmonic modulation.
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Th e development ssctions of the sonatas od Haydn and

Mozart are quite clear and symmetrical in form. The clearness of

their design and the simplicity of their modulatory schemes are

quite obvious. For example, the development section of Mozart's

Violin and Piano Sonata, No. 1, is made up almost entirely of two

sequences. The first sequence is sixteen measures in length, each

section including eight measures, and it has this modulatory scheme,

(1) e minor to b minor.

(2) f minor to c minor.

The second sequence is only four measures in length, each

section including two measures. The first section is in the key of

b minor, while the second section appears in the key of A major.

Although the difference of age between Haydn and Mozart

was twenty- four years, in this interval there was less change in

the form of the sonata than might be expected. Indeed we find

little difference between them either in style or in structure.

Haydn tested and improved that which he found, and left a well

organized, carefully planned form, which Mozart adopted and

glorified with his own abounding genius. The direct line of de-

velopment after Haydn and Mozart is obviously continued in

Beethoven.

Beethoven shows a tendency to use greater freedom in the

use of keys. The working out is hardly so clearly evident, at least

not to such an extent that the simplicity of it thrusts itself into

prominence. On the other hand the development is methodical and

well arranged, and shows greater originality in detail, and in the

introduction of new features of interest. Beethoven never fell in-

to the error of making the piano part more brilliant than that
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for the violin:- a perfect "balance is always maintained. Always,

as he worked for a greater variety, he worked also for a perfect

unity.

Beethoven employs harmonies that are fuller and richer

than those of Haydn and Mozart. In some instances they are daring,

or at least were daring at that time because they were so new and

unusal. These innovations of Beethoven, however, have ceased to "be

anything extraordinary, and his technique, beautiful and perfect

as it is, seems at times rather thin and empty, from a structural

standpoint, by the side of the wonderful development of resources

employed by the modern composers.

The development sections of Saint Saens and Brahms show

an intricate and more involved structure. They are characterized

by a greater freedom in the use of details and by an amazing pro-

gression of keys which involve harmonizations that are often ab-

rupt and startling in effect. These sonatas though written, in the

main, along old lines are not mere imitations. It may be said

that recent compositions are more concerned with substance than

with form. There has not been so great a change in the matter of

form, as there has been an enlargement. In addition to the in-

heritances and acquirements from the older composers the modern

©omposers show an individuality of style which makes them entirely

unique.

The sonatas which have just been studied surely bear

evidence of the fact that art works which live and exert power have

been elaborated with care, skill and judgment by those who believe

with kichael Angelo that "Trifles make perfection, but perfection
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is no trifle. *

In the following tabulations the keys used and the re-

moves represented "by these modulations are given. The investiga-

tion, as has teen previously stated, has "been confined to the

development section, only, of the sonata form. A record is given

of the page, (p) score (s), and measure (m). The number in paren-

thesis is the number of the measure counting through the develop-

ment from the beginning, numbering the first measure as 1.

Haydn
t

Violin and Piano Sonata No. 1. G major.

Edition Peters. No. 6604.

Length of Exposition 81 measures.

Length of Development 28 measures.

p« s. m. (m) Key Remove

6. 1. 1. (1) g minor

6. 1. 5. (5) B major

6. 4. 1. (14) C minor 1

6. 4. 5. (17) F major 2

6. 5. 1. (18) d minor

6. 5, 5. (20) g minor 1

Number of keys employed 6

Number of removes represented —

4
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Mozart

.

Violin and Piano Sonata No. 1. A major.
n

Breitkopf and Hartel No. V. A. 20.

Length of Exposition -73 measures.

Length of Development -27 measures.

s

.

m. \m) Key Remove

5. 2. 4. (D e minor

5. 2. 6. (s) to minor 1

5. 3. 3. (9) *f minor 1

5. 3. 5. (U) minor 1

5. 4. 8 (17) to minor 2

5. 4. 4. (19) A major 1

5. 4. 7. (22) e minor 2

5. 4. 8. (23) C major 1

5. 5. 3. (26) A major 3

Number of keys employed- -----

Number of removes represented

-9

12
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Mozart.

Violin and Piano Sonata, No. 5.^ major.

Breitkopf and Hartel, No. V. A. 20

Length of Exposition---— 68 measures.

Length of Development -------38 measures.

s. m. (ml Key Rem

58. 1. 1. (1) kfc minor

58. 2. 2. (9) f minor 1

58. 3. 1. (17) c minor 1

58. 3. 6. (21) g minor 1

58. 4. 2. (23) c minor 1

59. 1. 7. (38) be major

Number of keys employed -,---6

.

number of removes represented 4.
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Beethoven.

Violin and Piano Sonata Op. 12. No. 1.

N
Breitkopf and Hartel No. V. A. 1246.

Length of Exposition -------101 measures.

Length of Development------- 36 measures.

p. s. m. (m) Key. Rem

5. 2. 1. (1) F major

5. 4. 1. (15) d minor

5. 4. 3. (15) ^B major 1

5. 5. 3. (21) g minor

5. 5. 5. (23) a minor 2

6. 1. 1. (25) A major 3

6. 2. 1. (29) d minor 4

6. 2. 4. (32) e minor 2

6. 5. 4. (56) D major 1

Number of keys employed 9.

Number of removes represented----- 13
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Beethoven.

Violin and Piano Sonata Op. 12. No. 2. A major.

Breitlcopf and Hartel No. V. A. 1246.

Length of Expo ei tion ---87 measures.

Length of Development --36 measures.

p. s. m. (m) Key Remove

.

27. 2. 4. (1) e minor

27. 3. 2. (5) C major 1

27. 5. 5. (18) a minor

28. 1. 1. (19) F major 1

28. 1. 2. (20) d minor

28. 1. 3. (21) C major 1

28. 1. 5. »23) A major 3

Number of keys employed------

Number of removes represented.

7

6
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Brahms

.

Violin and Piano Sonata. Op. 78. G. major.

N. Simrock. No. 8148.

Length of Exposition 82 measures.

Length of Development------- -74 measures.

p- s

.

m. (m) Key Remove

.

7. 2. 2. (1) G major "

7. 3. 2. (6) D major 1

7. 3. 3. (7) A maj or 1

7. 5. 4. (8) D major 1

7. 4. 1. (9) G major 1

7. 4. 3. (11) C major 1

7. 5. 2. (13) P major 1

8. 2. 1. (18)
LVA major 3

8. 3. 4. (26)
u
v a minor 3

8. 4. 3. (29) to minor 8

8. 5. 1. (30) D major

8. 5. 2. (31) a minor 2

8. 5. 3. (32) C major

9. 1. 1. (33) g minor 2

9. 2. 3. (38)
iCB major

9. 3. 1. (40) d minor 1

9. 3. 3. (42) e minor 2

9. 4. 1. (44) to minor 1

9. 4. 3. (46) d minor 3
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p. s. m. (m) Key Remove

.

9. 5. 1. (48) g minor 1

9. 5. 5. (50) ^E major 1

ia. 1. 3. (55) g minor 1

10. 5. 5. (71) D major 4

n. 1. 1. (72) G major 1

Number of keys employed 24.

Number of removes represented----- 39.

Brahms

Violin and Piano Sonata Op. 100. A major.

N. Simrock No. 8751.

Length of iSxposi tion ---88 measures.

Length of Development--- --69 measures.

p. s

.

m. (m) Key Remove

6. 2. 1. (1) E major

6. 2. 3. (9) A major 1

6. 4. 5. (17) P major 4

6. 5. 3. (20) *h major 1

6. 5. 6. (23) &E major 1

7. 1. 3. (26) B major 8

7. 1. 6. (29) e minor 4

7. 2. 1. (30) b minor 1

7. 2. 3. (32) f minor 1

7. 3. 1. (35)
it .

c minor 1
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p- 8. m. (m) Key Remove.

8. 1. 4. (56) *g minor 1

8. 5. 1. (58) c minor 1

8. 4. 1. (62)
inC major 3

Number of keys employed— . --12.

Number of removes represented -— -27.

Brahms

.

Violin and Piano Sonata, Op. 108. d minor.

N. Simrock No. 9196.

Length of Exposition 83 measures.

Length of Development 46 measures.

8. m. (m) Key Remove.

6. 4. 1. (1) d minor

6. 5. 4. (9) A maj or 4

7. 1. 1. (11) a minor 3

7. 2. 3. (17) e minor 1

7. 2. 4. (18) a minor 1

7. 3. 1. (19) d minor 1

7. 3. 2. (20) g minor 1

7. 4. 1. (23) a minor 2

7. 4. 3. (25) F mamor 1

7. 5. 1. (27) d minor

7. 5. 3. (29) tt minor 4

8. i. 1. (31) * minor 1

6. i. 5. (35) A major 1
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p. s. m. (m) Key Remove.

8. 2. 4. (39) D major 1

8. 3. 1. (41) G major 1

8. 3. 3. (43) g minor 3

8. 3. 5 (45) d minor 1

Number of key employed ----- 17

.

Number of removes represented------26.

Saint Saens.

Violin and Piano Sonata Op. 75. (d minor)

A. Durand and Fils. No. D. S. 3541.

Length of Exposition-— 68 measures.

Length of development--- 63 measures.

?• s. m. (m) Key Remove

3. 5. 2. (1) F major

5. 1. 4. (7) C major 1

5. 1. 5. (8) F major 1

5. 5. 3. (52) A minor 1

5. 5. 5. (54) g minor 2

5. 5. 7. (56) F major 1

6. 1. 4. (60) d minor

Number of keys employed ---_7

.

Number of removes represented- .---6

.
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Saint Saens.

Violin and Piano Sonata Op. 102. E major.

A. Durand and Fils. No. D . & F. 5099.

Length of Exposition 81 measures.

Length of Development --39 measures.

"D •ir • s

.

m. (m) Key Remove

•

5

.

4. 3. (1) maior

5

.

5. 1. (4) C minor

5. 5. 4. (7) f minor 1

6. 1. 1. (8) major 1

6. 2. 1. (12) g minor 1

6. 2. 3. (14) ^A major 2

6. 3. 1. (16) maj or 1

6. 3

.

3

.

( 18 )

u m
" B major 3

6. 3. 4. (19)
L
D b minor 3

6. 4. 1. (20) P major 4

6. 4. 2. (21) f minor 3

6. 4. 4. (23) c minor 1

6. 5. 2. (25) f minor 1

7. 1. 2. (29) g minor 2

7. 1. 2. (29) c minor 1

7. 1. 3. (30) f minor 1

Number of keys employed ---------.-16 •

Number of removes represented----- -25

.



i
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Total num"ber of measures in the development sections of,

1. Haydn, Mozart, and Eeethoven --165.

ti

2. Brahms and Saint Saens ----------291.

Note:- Five Sonatas were examined in each group.

Total number of modulations found in,

1. Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven-------37

.

2. Brahms and Saint Saens-- --------77

.

Total number of removes represented in,

1. Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven------ --39

.

2. Brahams and Saint Safins 123.








